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With advancements in lighting technology, coupled with increased understanding of light, 
please allow our 30+ years of experience and passion assist you on your next project.  

Passion and Dedication 
 

NLE is passionate and dedicated to enhancing the lives of all homeowners with proper lighting. 
We strive to enrich experiences and safety through sound lighting practices, superior products  
and unequaled service. 
 

Service 
 

NLE provides exceptional customer service that goes above and beyond. We take that extra step  
to understand each individual project and give you and your customer the best experience possible. 
 

Community 
 

NLE will never waiver on our commitment to the  
community and our belief to give back. We support  
the Ronald McDonald House and Fisher House  
charities on a continuing basis.

Affiliations 
 

NLE works in conjunction with multiple  
organizations to keep current with the latest  
knowledge, practices, current issues and  
opportunities.



585-944-4158info@newtonlightingent.com

Lighting 101 ... All About Light
Lighting is often taken for granted and its importance can be underestimated when  
designing various spaces in our homes ... The impact on aesthetics and functionality  
must be taken in consideration in the design process while understanding the effect  
on your mood, wellbeing and emotions. This is done by light and lighting. 
 

When determining the light source, there are four considerations: 
 
Kelvin Temperature:  How white light is measured from warm to cool. Common residential 
Kelvins are 2700K, 3000K, and 4000K, warm to neutral to white. We recommend 3000K for  
residential spaces, 2700K and 4000K work well if matching other light sources that are existing.

Lumens:  The amount of light emitted by a light source. This should be determined by the  
application. As a reference an incandescent light bulb at 60 watts produced 800 lumens.  
In comparison today an LED light source producing 800 lumens is about 8 watts.

Color Rendering Index (CRI):  A measure of accuracy of a light source to render colors  
of objects, how it reflects colors of objects. CRI’s of 90 or above are recommended.

Watts:  Amount of energy used by a light source. Although this is important from a conservation  
aspect, lighting is a tool, and the first consideration should be given to light for proper sight. It is  
safe to assume that if using LED light sources energy conservation is good. Further conservation  
considerations can be enhanced with lighting controls. 
 
The art of Lighting has profound effects on mood, wellbeing, and emotions.  
It is always important to eliminate glare and utilize even and reflected illumination. 
Working with a designer is highly recommended to enhance this to the fullest.
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Linear kitchen lighting is aesthetically pleasing.  Not only will it improve the brightness 
and overall ambiance, it will become the most functional lighting in your kitchen. 
 

Under Cabinet 
Under cabinet lighting increases the quality of light  
in your kitchen by providing light specifically where  
you’re working ... on the countertop. If you’re working  
under overhead lighting alone, you’ll likely have a 
lot of shadows. Lighting up the countertop directly 
with even illumination creates a much more pleasant  
work environment. 
 

Above Cabinet 

Adding high quality indirect light is a great way to enhance your kitchen. Indirect even  
illumination reflected off the ceiling is pleasing to the eye while adding additional light to your 
kitchen.  Above cabinet lighting is also another tool for creating the perfect ambiance that  
overhead lighting alone cannot provide. 
 

In-Cabinet 

In-cabinet lighting is a beautiful way to display  
decorative pieces in glass-door cabinets. By utilizing  
linear fixtures mounted vertically in the front shining  
inward we are able to produce even illumination from  
top to bottom. Illuminating your decorative pieces  
enhances a focal point showcasing your person style.  



Let us provide you with a Quote ...
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NLE wants to make sure the quoting process is quick and easy ... You provide  
us with some important information ... We provide you with a custom quote,  
pre-wire and installation instructions and personal technical assistance. 
 

With Kitchen Design Drawing: Simply e-mail your kitchen design drawing 
to info@newtonlightingent.com and provide answers to the following questions: 
 

	Would you like a quote on (please check all that apply): 
 	Under Cabinet     	Above Cabinet     	In-Cabinet 
 

	What Kelvin Temperature would you like for each? 
 	2700K Warm White 
 	3000K Soft White
 	4000K Neutral White 
 

	Would you like dimming?     	Yes     	No 
 

With Existing Cabinet Dimensions: Call, text or e-mail answers 
to the same questions above and provide the required quantities and measurements. 
Please measure per the diagrams below:

Under Cabinet Above Cabinet

Measure Each Cabinet Individually Measure Across the Top of Attached Cabinets
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Linear Lighting ... Bathroom and Cove
In addition to enhancing the look of your home, proper lighting design can promote  
your health and wellbeing.  It is very important to properly illuminate your space. 
 

Bathroom 

Bathroom toekick lighting may not have your first  
thought, but this simple lighting technique can add  
safety, reduce falls, enhance sleep, and contribute  
to a relaxing environment. 
 

 
       LED linear lighting installed underneath the vanity  
       toekick provides soft, even illumination while hiding  
       the direct source of light. With the fixture properly  
       positioned to graze the floor, the light fades and  
       creates the perfect nightlight.  
 
 

Cove 

Provides indirect illumination in architectural coves  
around the ceiling perimeter. The light is directed  
outward, grazing the ceiling, adding a subtle yet  
noticeable dimension to your space. Adding a  
dimming controller can effectively control the light  
by adjusting to your preference and purpose.
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Let us provide you with a Quote ...
NLE wants to make sure the quoting process is quick and easy ... You provide  
us with some important information ... We provide you with a custom quote,  
pre-wire and installation instructions and personal technical assistance.  
 

Bathroom Toekick Dimensions: Simply call, text or e-mail the required  
measurements (please use diagram below) and provide answers to the following questions: 
 

	What Kelvin Temperature would you like? 
 	2200K Extra Warm 
 	2700K Warm White
 	3000K Soft White 
 

	Would you like dimming?     	Yes     	No 
 

Cove Dimensions: Simply call, text or e-mail the required measurements  
(please use diagram below) and provide answers to the following questions: 
 

	What Kelvin Temperature would you like? 
 	2700K Warm White 
 	3000K Soft White
 	4000K Neutral White 
 

	Would you like dimming?     	Yes     	No

Measure Each Toekick Individually

Measure Walls  
From 

Corner to Corner
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          Contact Us Today!

585-944-4158
info@newtonlightingent.com


